 The analysis of the interaction between Sharia and legislation in action along with the compatibility of Sharia with contemporary Russian law is important from both a scientific and a practical point of view. There are several reasons for the increasing interest in this issue: the renaissance of Islam, the activity of Muslim communities outside the regions where Islam has traditionally spread, the threat of Islamic extremism, and the increasing influence of Sharia upon the political and legal development of the Muslim world.
Introduction
Recently the issue of the place of Sharia in the legal life of contemporary Russia has been attracting more and more attention, for a number of reasons; first and foremost the awakening of Islam in Russia which has been continuing since the 1990s. Another reason is related to the fast growth of Muslim minorities outside the Islamic world. In this country this tendency is obvious through the example of the Muslim communities outside the areas of the traditional spread of Islam like the Volga Region and North Caucasus. As these groups become a more conspicuous element of social and political life, this frequently entails conflicts, which draw special attention to Sharia.
A third reason is the threat of Islamic extremism and religious terrorism under the banner of Islam. This danger has touched Russia as well. The programme and actions of Muslim extremists are guided by Sharia arguments [See (Sykiainen 2011)] .
Nor should the impact of the "Arab Spring" be disregarded. Initially this was followed by the strengthening of Sharia positions in the legal systems of some countries. This tendency has affected the discussions about the possible place of Sharia in Russia. These reasons explain why the issue of the possible inclusion of Sharia norms into the Russian legal system causes disputes. Muslims initiate such discussions and very often they do not limit themselves to demanding "Sharia enforcement" but undertake practical steps towards this.
Sharia Implementation in Light of the Legislation
There are a few models addressing Sharia and its implementation in contemporary Russia in juxtaposition to the working legislation. The interaction between Sharia and positive law (lex lata) can be taken as a criterion for the classification of such modes. These two systems of social rules can directly contradict each other, interact within the same system of legal norms or exist separately side-by-side without crossing.
The most extreme option is the implementation of Sharia norms, institutions and concepts by Muslim extremists and separatists. They view Sharia in direct opposition to Russian legislation and view Sharia as means of achieving their political goals. In this respect the most indicative example was when in summer 1996 Chechnya adopted a criminal code which was 4 actually the codification of the Sharia norms [See (Starostina 2002, p. 70-76) ]. Another attempt to introduce Sharia was made in Dagestan, where in 1997-1998 some Islamic radical groups began active implementation of Sharia in several settlements of the Kadar area and in the summer 1998 they proclaimed the foundation of an independent territory within which Russian legislation was replaced by Sharia enforced by a Sharia court.
These extremes represent their complete opposition where the impact of the Islamic norms symbolizes the secession from the Russian legal framework. Goals of a different nature were pursued by the initiatives announced at approximately the same time by the state authorities of independent regions of the Russian Federation which found the introduction of Sharia and its implementation not only possible but necessary.
On July 19, 1999 Ingushetia passed the Decree of the President No.166 according to which male citizens gained the right to conclude up to four marriages with unmarried females.
On July 31, 1999 the People's Assembly, the Parliament of Ingushetia, passed the law "On the regulation of some issues related to matrimonial relations in the Republic of Ingushetia". With reference to the demographic situation and the traditional tenor of life, it enacted the provision of the presidential decree regarding polygamy.
In virtue of this decree within about one year a few dozen polygamous marriages were registered [See (Albakov 2004) ]. In 2006 it was abolished but the legislation of Ingushetia, although not explicitly, may refer to Sharia when regulating marital relations. In August 2000
there was an amendment to Article 37 of the Constitution of the Republic in accordance to which citizens of Ingushetia are entitled to conclude marriages and build family relationship in terms of the national traditions and customs. In principle, these traditions include Sharia norms.
Attempts to legalize polygamy at this time were not limited to Ingushetia. For instance, the Parliament of Bashkortostan has been regularly raising this issue since the mid 1990s [See (Sitdykova 2000; Bakirov 2000; Abashin 2000) ].
In Ingushetia, in December 1997 a law on Justices of the Peace was adopted, which took effect in February 1998, stipulating several provisions explicitly reflecting the Sharia norms.
It is important to keep in mind that the Ingush legislature directly consolidated the principle of the compatibility of the respective Sharia norms with the Russian legislation. In particular, this act states that justices of the peace are independent in the effectuation of justice, being subject only to the Constitution of the Russian Federation, the Constitution of Ingushetia, and federal and republican law (Article 3). In the meantime Paragraph 3 to Article 8 of the above mentioned act stipulated that in conducting court proceedings justices of the peace must take into account the customs and traditions of the people of Ingushetia, and the norms of conventional law and Sharia.
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The provisions of the law strengthening the link between the justices of the peace, the norms of conventional law, and Sharia did not remain in force for long. Already in May 2000 some amendments were made to exclude references to adat and Sharia. Current Russian law might seem to disaffect any norms explicitly related to Sharia. However, legislative practice testifies to something different.
An example in this respect is the law of the Republic of Tatarstan "On the freedom of conscience and religious associations" dated July 14, 1999. Article 18 of this act initially stipulated that religious organizations were entitled to waqf endowments. However, in 2007 the republican prosecutor's office concluded that this norm did not conform to Russian law, since legislative control of proprietary rights is subject to the Russian Federation but not its constituent territories. In July 2008 the republican body of legislative power made an amendment to Article 18 of the law of 1999: "Religious organizations are entitled to waqf endowments, the legal status of which is regulated by federal law". But even after this amendment, the waqf situation remained the same and it has not become a legal institute.
These examples demonstrate the opposite model of the interaction between Sharia and positive law which, according to its supporters, are not in conflict but interact and can coexist free of conflict. To be more precise, this means that the Sharia provisions become a common element of Russian legislation. Although, so far this has been practically non-existent.
However, in the traditional Islamic regions (specifically in the Caucasus region) there is a conceptually different practice of Sharia implementation. It involves the functioning of certain of its norms in combination with the local customs independent of the legislation. It is quite common when Sharia is used to solve issues which fall within the scope of Russian law.
However, for a variety of reasons the legislation is consciously neglected and state institutions designated to enforce it are inefficient or deprived of their functions.
Against this background, the role of traditional institutions of dispute resolution existing in the Soviet era and recreated in a modified way at the end of the previous century has become enhanced. They are not state judicial bodies and not stipulated in Russian legislation but they are supported by Muslim communities and empowered to resolve legal conflicts and other legal issues. For this purpose they traditionally act with recourse to the Sharia norms and customs existing beyond the official legal system. This pattern of Sharia implementation represents another model of its interaction with the Russian legislation. It is characterized by parallel and independent operation of the Sharia norms and positive law.
One more form of Sharia within the legal framework in contemporary Russia which is close to that mentioned above, is related to the activity of Muslim religious organizations. In particular, the statutes of most of them stipulate that within their internal activity they are guided Of course, they have no legal efficacy but as they frequently take into account the way of life of some Muslim communities, these positions tend to be more legitimate in the eyes of Muslim people rather than official court decisions [See (Albogachieva 2012) ].
In this respect an example of this is the functioning of the Sharia court within the structure of the Spiritual Directorate of the Muslims of Ingushetia. This body, founded at the end the 20th century, was initially officially supported and later it began functioning as a public religious institution. Formally its activity does not contravene the acting legislation since its documents have no legal force. However, the position of this court based on adat and Sharia sometimes squeezes official court decisions.
Another practice of Sharia implementation beyond the legal boundaries which also concerns the acting legislation is the tradition for Muslims polygamous marriage which was outdated in Soviet times yet which exists openly in contemporary Russia. It is a commonlyknown fact that this custom is widely spread not only in the Caucasus but also in other regions of the country [See (Babich 2004) ].
Recently Sharia implementation as a special competitor to Russian law tends to occur outside the Caucasus. In particular, multiple projects launched in Saint Petersburg at the beginning of 2010, and then in Moscow in 2012 and targeted the foundation of Sharia courts are perceived by the Russian public as an aspiration to make Sharia part of the legal system of Russia [See (Sykiainen 2012) ].
And finally the Sharia issue has become especially acute in relation to the hijab-the right of female students to wear the traditional Muslim headscarf in Russian schools. The respective court decisions banning hijab in state schools did not end the disputes but highlighted the issue.
Arguments For and Against Sharia
These examples illustrate the large variety of ways Sharia norms are implemented and the uses of Sharia institutions in the legal life of contemporary Russia, or in the areas related to the law in force. Against this background what acquires a particular interest is the attitude of the Russian government and certain representatives of authority to Sharia in its relation to the legislation. There is no common understanding of this issue. Babich particularly, based on a case 7 study in Kabardino-Balkaria, gives three basic approaches shared by governments, law enforcement authorities, deputy corps and civic movements. The first one acknowledges the existing state of affairs, the currently active norms of adat and Sharia without legislative recognition but also without an artificial revival of past traditions.
In the second approach the legislation specifies the local traditions which play a positive role. The supporters of this solution believe that the reformation of the judicial and legal system with due regard to traditional rights has always been a cornerstone of the mutual relations between Russia and the Caucasus.
And finally most officials and members of local parliaments uphold the unity of the legal system built in contemporary Russia and consider that the lifestyle of the native population has drastically changed having reduced the impact of old traditions to a minimum. They consider Together with this, Liverovsky's judgments about the place of Sharia in modern Russian law leave doubts in respect of their justification and realism. This, for instance, refers to the characteristics of adat and Sharia. In our opinion, he uncritically assesses and even idealizes the traditional norms constituting the subculture of certain nationalities of the North Caucasus which he calls common or customary law. He avoids the issue that among the specified rules there are not only those which protect the lifestyles of the respective communities and are compatible with the Russian law, but also many customs and rules of Sharia (such as blood feud or honour killing) do not correspond to this criterion at all.
That is why the inclusion of customary law into the legal system of Russia in this way is likely to give mixed results. Together with highlighting the contradictions between traditional social and normative culture and Russian legislation this line can even strengthen the conflict.
The traditional lifestyle of local communities will not drastically change but the implementation of adat and Sharia norms directly contradicting the official legislation (for instance, regarding blood feud, cruel punishment of those who violated the customs, violation of women's rights) will continue. This highlights another peculiarity of Liverovsky's position. He views the problem of the place of adat and Sharia in the legal system of our country only relating to the Islamic republics and also, which is important, limits it by the legislative recognition of traditional norms which occupy a central position in his concept.
Meanwhile, the problem of compatibility of Sharia with modern Russian law cannot be considered on the regional level only or come down to the legislative recognition of traditional norms in one form or another. It should be significantly broader not only for certain regions but on the level of the Russian legal system in general. Sharia norms and local customs are important for all Muslims of our country independently of where they live. Thus, the issue related to the compatibility of these regulations with positive law must be settled for the whole legal system. Moreover, in contrast to the traditional norms, which are characterized by particularism and diversity, the legal life of our country in general is built in accordance with common principles even taking into account its federal structure. The unity of the legal system excludes the resolution of the problem of traditional social and normative subcultures on the level of one or more territories of the Russian Federation in the form which would contradict its general principles.
Forms of interaction of Sharia with the Russian legislation
This analysis allows us to suggest several options for the interaction of Sharia with the current law, so it gives us a conceptual answer to the question regarding its compatibility with the modern Russian law. In our view there are three basic forms. The second condition is their compatibility with the general principles of the Russian legal system, primarily with the constitutional ones. Here it refers not only to the conformity of the Sharia provisions to the specified principles but also to the fact that Sharia principles and norms should harmoniously fit the legal system of Russia by their legal and structural characteristics. Under these conditions certain norms, principles, institutions of Islamic law and their inclusion in a European legal system gives a prospective for the development of the legislation of certain republics within the Russian Federation.
In this connection the so-called personal status attracts special attention. This is the area of the Islamic law which regulates the most important sphere of the legal status of Muslims. Waqf is of great interest in respect of the regulation of charity. Polished by the Islamic legal doctrine the status of the property withdrawn from circulation and designated for charity over the course of history has been widely used to support education, science and currently it is applied to fund different social programs for example health services. Moreover, Islamic law is very profound in the regulation of the legal status and mutual rights and liabilities of the three principal parties of charity-the donor, the beneficiary and those authorized to administer waqf.
Finding direction for the potential use of Islamic legal culture in the form of the implementation of the Sharia norms requires a detailed study of the historical experience in respect of the impact of Islamic law and in Russia particularly as well as the latest achievements in the contemporary Islamic thought which meet the legal criteria and can be used by the legal system of our country. Though for this it is necessary to overcome the common, initially negative, attitude towards Sharia as a phenomenon absolutely unacceptable for Russia. This negative opinion prevails in the Russian public opinion and is shared by some state institutions Another objection of legal nature is closely related to this postulate which emphasizes the impossibility of a "patchwork" legal system in Russia acting maybe in terms of certain issues but according to the religious principle, which violates the unity of this system. This thesis is taken as an axiom-any application of the Sharia culture on the level of the legal system will definitely lead to its division according to religious principles, i.e. it derives from Islam [See (Sykiainen 2001) ].
But this does not take into account that certain parts of Sharia which can be called Russian legislation contrasts with the Sharia norms which sets the property inherited by certain categories of heirs. Sharia also stipulates that those referring to these categories cannot inherit by will. In principle, it does not prevent implementing certain Sharia rules within their meaning without breaking the law. For instance, it is possible to envisage the disposal of property in accordance with the Sharia rules in favour of heirs whose property lot is predetermined. But obviously for this the testator must be able to draw up such a will and the heir must follow all the established legal requirements in order to come into an inheritance.
These interactions of Sharia with the current legislation testify to the fact that Sharia under certain conditions is compatible with Russian law. This conclusion rests upon practice, the conclusions of legal theory and comparative legal studies, the provisions of the legislation in power, and the general basics of the legal system of Russia.
However, in order to use all the possible ways of implementing Sharia in Russian law including the field of dispositive norms, it is necessary to have knowledge of law and the skill to use the precepts of law. For this it is much more efficient to work on increasing the level of the legal culture of Muslims and their organizations rather than just to stake everything on the legislative recognition of Sharia norms. The implementation of the specified norms in the legislation is pointless without the legally appropriate and sensible application of positive law.
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The requirement to correctly analyse the interaction between Sharia and Russian law should be addressed to the government institutions including the prosecutor's office. In the meantime they, along with the Muslim community of Russia, lack knowledge of the approaches of the modern Islamic thought to Sharia and its interaction with modern positive law in a secular state, which is a subject for further study.
An understanding of the achievements of modern Islamic law will afford additional grounds for a positive answer to the question raised in the title of this article.
